Tips for Looking After
Your Floor

Bona Brings Out the
Best in Your Floors

• Install good sized floor mats both inside and outside
external doors to trap dirt and grit and to dry wet
shoe soles.

Based in Sweden, Bona is the world leader in non-toxic
floor finishes and care products for timber and hard surface
floors. Flooring professionals and homeowners in more
than 75 countries have relied on Bona since 1919, with
Bona products now protecting millions of square metres of
distinguished floors in palaces, museums, sporting arenas,
art galleries and homes worldwide.

• Install felt protectors on the base of furniture legs.
• Dust, sweep or vacuum floors regularly to remove grit that
can cause micro-scratches in the floor’s surface.
• Remove spills immediately and spot clean affected areas
using a Bona Trigger Spray and a soft cloth. Never use
household cleaners on finished timber or hard surface
floors. These may damage polyurethane finishes and make
re-coating difficult. They can also dull and damage hard
surface flooring.
• Clean the floor on a regular basis using a Bona Spray
Mop. Clean high traffic areas such as kitchens more
frequently. Never ‘wet mop’ a timber floor. Too much
water can have an adverse effect. A light spray mist of
a non-toxic cleaner such as a Bona floor cleaner is all
that is necessary.

GREENGUARD Certification
Bona’s floor care products are GREENGUARD indoor air
quality certified, which means they are safe for use around
your home, your family and your pets. GREENGUARD
certification strives to help reduce chemical exposure by
connecting people to healthier products they can trust.

• In very heavily trafficked areas, such as entrance halls and
kitchens, the use of mats or rugs should be considered to
reduce surface wear. These should be permeable to allow
the floor to ‘breathe’.
• Avoid creating indentations in the floor. Common causes
are stiletto heels and pet claws.
• Use a floor refresher or polish such as Bona Wood Floor
Refresher or Bona Stone, Tile & Laminate Polish if your
floor starts to lose its sheen. This will revive surfaces
to give a newly finished look and continued protection
against wear.

Floor Care Guide

Sensible and regular preventative maintenance will extend
the time before refurbishment is necessary and keep the floor
looking great.
If your timber floor ever needs refinishing contact a Bona
Certified Contractor for expert advice. A full list of BCC
members is available at www.bona.com.au

Everything you need to keep your floor
looking great throughout its lifetime
Bona AB Malmö Sweden
For more information about the Bona
range visit www.bona.com.au

Keeping Your Floors Looking
Beautiful is as Easy as 1....2....3!

Bona Non-toxic Floor Cleaning

The Bona Complete System
to Maintain and Protect

Bona timber and hard surface
floor care products are the
non-toxic choice for your floor.
Following the simple Bona
3 step process for cleaning
and maintaining your floors
will keep them looking great
for years to come. The Bona
system includes everything
from dusting and cleaning, to
maintaining and protecting your
floor to keep it looking the way
it should - beautiful.

The Bona Floor Care system includes non-toxic surface
cleaners for both timber and hard surface floors which
leave no streaks and no dulling residue.

In addition to surface cleaners Bona offers a complete
range of floor care accessories and products to help
preserve the beauty and extend the life of your floor.

Timber Floor Cleaner

Spray Mop

Specifically designed for sealed timber and cork floors

Ergonomic and simple to use, the Spray Mop has an integrated
850 ml cleaner cartridge and trigger spray function. Forget filling up
a bucket, just spray and clean in one sweep. The cleaner cartridge
can be refilled from the handy 2.5 Lt refill pack or replaced with any
of the Bona cleaning cartridge range.
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Fast drying, ready to use formula
No streaks, no dulling residue left behind

Dusting Pad
• 2.5 Lt Refill
• 1 Lt Spray Pack

Cleaning Pad

• 850 ml Mop Refill

The Microfiber Cleaning Pad is a tough and reusable pad that is
gentle on floors. The pad can be machine washed and reused
more than 300 times without losing its effectiveness.

Dust
Remove dust and grit from the
floor using a super electrostatic
Microfiber Dusting Cloth, or by
gently vacuuming.

Applicator Pad
The Applicator Pad features microfiber threads to give
an even coat and ensure a smooth, fast application.

Stone, Tile & Laminate Floor Cleaner
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Clean
Lightly spray and wipe using the
Spray Mop with Microfiber Cleaning
Pad. For stubborn spots, heel marks
or sticky spills spray and leave for a
few moments before wiping.
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Microfiber Dusting Pads are super electrostatic and offer quick,
effortless dusting to lift dirt and grit and prevent the floor being
scratched. Machine washable.

Wood Floor Refresher

Specifically designed for hard surfaces including stone, tile
and laminate floors

Refresher revives scratched and dull timber floors
to restore a newly finished look and provide
continued protection against wear.

Fast drying, ready to use formula

Stone, Tile & Laminate Polish

No streaks, no dulling residue left behind

Polish brings a new shine to the floor surface
whilst offering extended protection against wear.

Maintain

• 2.5 Lt Refill

When necessary, maintain your floor
to bring back the shine and revive
scratched and dull surfaces.
Use Wood Floor Refresher on sealed
timber floors or Stone, Tile & Laminate
Polish on hard surface floors.

• 1 Lt Spray Pack
• 850 ml Mop Refill

